In this feature article, the development of methods to enable a hierarchical multiscale approach to the microkinetic analysis of heterogeneous catalytic processes is reviewed. This methodology is an effective route to escape the trap of complication and complexity in multiscale microkinetic modelling. On the one hand, the complication of the problem is related to the fact that the observed catalyst functionality is inherently a multiscale property of the reacting system and its analysis requires bridging the phenomena at different time and length scales. On the other hand, the complexity of the problem derives from the system dimension of the chemical systems, which typically results in a number of elementary steps and species, that are beyond the limit of accessibility of present-day computational power even for the most efficient implementation of atomistic first-principles simulations. The main idea behind the hierarchical approach is to tackle the problem with methods of increasing accuracy in a dual feed-back loop between theory and experiments. The potential of the methodology is shown in the context of unravelling the WGS and r-WGS catalytic mechanisms on Rh catalysts. As a perspective, the extension to structure-dependent microkinetic modelling is discussed.
Introduction
At its fundamental nature, catalysis is a kinetic phenomenon. 1 Heterogeneous catalysts are functional materials with specific ''active sites'' which allow for the stabilization of the free energy of intermediates and transition states (TS) with respect to the relevant reactants, thus providing an enhancement of the rate of the overall reaction. If more than one reaction product is possible, the selectivity of such rate-enhancement towards specific steps of the network is a crucial task to favour the formation of particular products and it is at the basis of very important industrial processes. 2, 3 This effect depends not only on the specific stabilization of free energies at the active site, but also on the chemical potential around it, which is determined by the reaction environment, in terms, e.g., of composition, surface coverage, temperature and pressure. Thus, phenomena at very different time and length scales concur to establish the observed functionality of a catalyst material, as schematically reported in Fig. 1 . 4, 5 At the microscale, the kinetic parameters of the elementary steps are related to the making and breaking of chemical bonds and ultimately to the behaviour of the electrons and the interactions between the active site and molecules. At the meso-scale the rates of the possible elementary events and their interplay give rise to the prevalent catalytic mechanism. These phenomena are governed by the electronically determined microscopic parameters at the microscale under the specific conditions of pressure, temperature, and composition dictated by the transport and the hydrodynamics at the macroscale. As a result, different prevalent catalytic mechanisms can be established in response to the different conditions of the reaction environment. Hence, the macroscopic observed functionality of a given catalyst is an intrinsic multiscale property of the system. Therefore, the understanding of the macroscopic functionality of a catalyst requires addressing and linking the wide range of phenomena at the different time and length scales of Fig. 1 . Multiscale analysis based on microkinetic modelling is acknowledged to be the essential key-tool to contribute to this quest, thus providing fundamental insights into the functionalbased understanding of a catalytic process. 5 Essential to this approach is the application of fundamental theoretical concepts for explaining the catalytic phenomenon, avoiding concepts that cannot be translated into theoretically accessible phenomena. 6 This implies, in particular, the separation of the overall reaction into individual elementary events and the use of electronicstructure theories and statistical thermodynamics to estimate their rate parameters. 1, 7 The same approach also applies to the transport at the macroscale, by coupling the calculations of the rates of the elementary steps with a detailed modelling of the reaction environment. The last decade experienced steadily growing progress in the way how predictive-quality theory and simulation can be quantitatively applied to address this task. 8 First-principles multiscale modelling is currently one of the most emerging and challenging topics in modelling catalysis. The possibility of modelling the surface chemistry in detail and at the fundamental level enables the consolidation of fundamental knowledge about a catalytic process under different operating conditions. Despite its attractive potential, the application is still strongly limited by the inherent complication and complexity of the problem, which make such an approach limited and prohibitive for most of the processes of technological interest. 9 On the one hand, the ''complication'' of the problem is related to both the accuracy of the methods employed at the different scales (e.g., the availability of exchange and correlation functionals able to predict the kinetic parameters within chemical accuracy or accurate semi-empirical models) and the realization of a proper coupling of the phenomena at different time and length scales. The latter is very challenging even for model systems, because it is inherently rooted in the very different time and length scales to be bridged. 10 On the other hand, the ''complexity'' of the problem is related to the dimension of the problem especially at the microscale (e.g., the number of the elementary steps and species involved), which is very much beyond the limit of applicability of first-principles methods. Thus, the scientific community is in great need of methodologies to escape this ''complication and complexity trap'' in the multiscale microkinetic modelling of heterogeneous catalytic processes. In this feature article, I will go over the path my research program took to address this challenge. In particular, I will first review the main causes of the intrinsic ''complication'' of the multiscale problem and I will present the methodologies for escaping this ''complication'' trap. Then, I will give an overview of the foundation and application of the hierarchical multiscale approach as a promising methodology for properly decoding the system complexity in the first-principles modelling and analysis of reaction mechanisms in heterogeneous catalysis. The potential of the approach will be illustrated by means of a show-case in the context of unravelling the reaction mechanism of WGS and r-WGS on Rh catalysts. Finally, I will give an overview of the main progress areas towards the full integration of first-principles analysis in multiscale modelling of heterogeneous catalysis by the development of structure-dependent microkinetic models.
Escaping the trap of complication
In this section, I will review the source of the complication in microkinetic multiscale modelling and the main developments to overcome this issue. The trap of complication of the multiscale problem refers both to the accurate description of the phenomena at the different scales and to the need of coupling them in a seamless simulation from atoms to the reaction environment. These aspects are intrinsically rooted in the nature of the multiscale problem, irrespective of the dimension of the system under consideration. 10 
Microscale
In the context of multiscale modelling, the term microscale refers to the estimation of the kinetic parameters (e.g., activation energy) of the elementary reactions. The calculation of these parameters is typically performed within the validity of the harmonic Transition State Theory (h-TST). In this context, the most important information for the determination of a rate constant is the location of the transition state of the different elementary steps at the catalytic surface. 11 Electronic structure theories, comprising ab initio quantum chemistry as well as density-functional methods (DFT), explicitly treat the electronic degrees of freedom and are the natural base for the calculation of the potential energy surface. DFT with semi-local (e.g., generalized gradient approximation, GGA) functionals is currently the most used method among the electronic-structure theories. [12] [13] [14] [15] On the one hand, such analysis can provide a detailed picture of the elementary reaction that is of direct use in kinetic studies. On the other hand, the uncertainty of the used exchange and correlation functional -with expected typical errors in DFT-GGA barriers of the order of B0.2 eV -has to be always kept in mind, especially in the quest of a (semi-) quantitative prediction of the rates. A comprehensive review on the state-of-the-art use of electronic structure theory calculations in catalysis can be found in ref. 5 and 8. Considering the huge computational cost connected to these calculations, semi-empirical and less demanding methods are typically used in microkinetic modelling, especially for the exploration of the complex reaction network. 16 Indeed, these methods, such as the Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi (BEP) relation or the unity bond index-quadratic exponential potential (UBI-QEP) method, can be very useful to get a first-screening of the activation energies of the reaction network or to account for coverage effects at negligible computational cost. 17 Typically, these methods allow for the calculation of activation energies only by means of thermochemical information of the species involved in the reaction. For instance, the UBI-QEP method is based on the assumption that in a many-body system the twobody interactions are described by a quadratic potential of an exponential function of the bond distance, called the bond index. 18 Then, the total energy of the many-body system is constructed from additive two-body contributions under the heuristic assumption that the total bond index of the system is conserved at unity. This leads to analytical expression for the total energy and eventually for the activation energy of an elementary step. With reference to Fig. 2 , the activation barrier for a dissociating molecule turns out to be
which can be expressed as a function of thermochemical properties of the species involved in the reaction (the details of the derivation are given in ref. 18):
where D is the dissociation energy in the gas phase and Q are the binding energies of the species. The parameter f retains the information on the nature of the transition state. Given the impossibility of the semi-empirical method of locating the TS, the parameter is empirically set to 0.5, as an intermediate value between fully ''early'' (f = 0) and fully ''late'' (f = 1) TS. Thus, the UBI-QEP approach allows for the estimation/correlation of the reaction barriers on the basis of only one external parameter (f) through eqn (2) . This is different from the BEP relations, where two external parameters (the slope and the intercept) need to be determined. Typically, the values of the binding energies of the species involved are taken from methods and information which are different from the UBI-QEP (e.g., from DFT calculations or experiments) and the semi-empirical method is only used to provide an estimation of the reaction barrier. This is typically referred as the ''hybrid UBI-QEP''. 9, 19, 20 On one side, these methods make tractable the microkinetic modelling of large reaction systems. On the other side, one must be aware of the accuracy of such semi-empirical methods, which are usually invalidated and dismissed as unreliable by the ab initio community. 21, 22 In this respect, part of my research program has been devoted to the use of first-principles analysis to systematically validate and refine such semi-empirical methodologies. Next, I present the first-principles assessment and refinement of the UBI-QEP semi-empirical method. 23 2.1.1. First-principles assessment and refinement of the UBI-QEP method. A systematic benchmark against first-principles data for a representative set of reactions has been performed to assess the limitations of the UBI-QEP and to identify strategies to overcome them. To this aim, an extensive DFT dataset for a range of surface catalytic reactions in the context of water-gas shift (WGS) and steam reforming (SR) of CH 4 at Rh(111) and Pt(111) surfaces at different values of surface coverage has been considered and compared to the UBI-QEP prediction. 23 The comparison is shown in Fig. 3 . The dominant formulation of the UBI-QEP method was found to exhibit large errors, with individual barriers deviating by more than 100% from the reference DFT value. This apparent inconsistency turns out to be related first to the blindness of the hybrid UBI-QEP with respect to the nature of the TS of the reaction. In fact, considering the empirical choice of f, a first straightforward explanation for this discrepancy is that the empirical value f = 0.5 does not account for the true nature of the TS. Insight into the nature of the TS needs to enter the scheme through the TS parameter f. Such insight is established for many classes of reactions or it can alternatively come from selected first-principles calculations. An additional issue is given by an intrinsic thermodynamic inconsistency when thermochemical data from various sources (e.g., DFT calculations or experimental data) are used in the hybrid UBI-QEP parametrization of eqn (2) . In this situation, the binding energy from DFT does not coincide with the minimum of the UBI-QEP potential for the dissociating molecule. The difference between these two quantities (indicated with D in Fig. 2 ) introduces an inconsistency between the energy of the TS from the UBI-QEP potential and the binding energy of the reactant molecule with respect to the zero-energy reference of Fig. 2 . A simple corrective to this inconsistency is to simply shift the minimum energy path obtained with the UBI-QEP potential, so that its minimum 
The UBI-QEP barriers according to the new parameterization (eqn (3)) are within a window of AE10% around the DFT reference data, as summarized in Fig. 3 . As such, this semi-empirical estimate for the barriers can provide at controlled uncertainty most useful insights into complex reaction networks, where a full first-principles treatment is prohibitive. This modification has been discussed in detail in ref. 23 for the example of dissociation reactions, but is easily generalized to other classes of reactions.
Mesoscale
In the context of multiscale modelling of catalytic reactions, the term mesoscale typically refers to the calculation of the rates of the elementary events at the microscale. To this aim, the reaction is simulated as a rare event by coarse-graining the time evolution to the discrete rare event. This is governed by a Markovian master equation whose solution makes it possible to simulate time steps relevant to the reaction events. [24] [25] [26] The most common approach to the solution is the ''mean-field'' approximation, which relies on the assumption of very fast diffusion of the species at the surface. Under this assumption, the adsorbed surface concentration of each given species is considered equal everywhere at the surface, and thus the reaction rate of each elementary step can be expressed in terms of average surface coverage. In case the mean-field approximation cannot be considered valid, master equation based kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) algorithms are employed in order to account for the correct and site-resolved statistical interplay among the elementary steps of the microkinetic model. 24, 26 The interplay among the rates of all the elementary steps at the microscale is crucial in determining the dominant paths, which take part in the catalytic cycle under given operating conditions. This is performed by reaction path analysis (RPA) based on the net-consumption rate of each species.
9,20,27
Macroscale
The calculation of the rates at the mesoscale is performed for given values of the chemical potential (temperature, pressure, composition). Such values, however, change with time and space in the reactor and are governed by the transport phenomena at the macroscale. These transport phenomena are responsible for the macroscopic distribution of the velocity of the fluid (hydrodynamics), temperature, and composition, thus determining the reaction environment near the active site. The modelling of these phenomena is based on balance equations describing the conservation of mass, energy, and momentum. 28 The most advanced approaches are based on the computational solution of the momentum equation on a 3D geometry of the reactor via computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods, which may include also the description of intra-particle transport phenomena.
29-31

Bridging the scales
Besides the inherent complication related to the accurate description and estimation of the phenomena occurring at the different scales, an additional level of complication comes from the need of bridging the phenomena at the different characteristic scales. 32 This is crucial to the quest of deriving a mechanistic description of the catalyst functionality in working conditions. In this respect, a direct coupling is completely impractical from a numerical point of view, since it would require the bridging of more than twelve orders of magnitude along the time scale (Fig. 1) . A computationally efficient formulation of the multiscale problem, instead, can be achieved by an effective decoupling of the interdependencies among the scales. The main feature of this approach is to treat each scale separately by introducing specific approximations to effectively decouple the characteristic time scales. In doing so, each scale is simulated with independent time steps, thus fully avoiding the direct coupling of phenomena occurring at very different characteristic times. Micro-and mesoscales are coupled by using either the mean-field approximation or the kMC method, that need eventually to be coupled with the description of the transport phenomena of mass, energy and momentum at the macroscale. 2.4.1. Coupling mean-field microkinetics and macroscale. The mean-field approximation allows for a cost-free evaluation of the rate of each elementary reaction in terms of surface coverage. At a given value of surface coverage at the active site, one can directly calculate the corresponding reaction rates. Therefore, from a mathematical point of view, the coupling between mean-field microkinetic modelling and macroscale transport phenomena is controlled by the macroscale and the solution of the associated partial differential equation systems. Peculiar to mean-field microkinetic modelling, however, is the need of a balance equation also for the adsorbed species, which is solved coupled with the gas phase mass balances. Contrary to what happens when a rate equation is employed, the number of gas and surface species, for which the mass balance must be solved, can be quite large and this may become a real numerical issue, especially when CFD is employed. Hence, the use of detailed microkinetic models in the framework of CFD simulations requires specific algorithms. In particular, the classical fully segregated approaches usually employed in most of nonreactive CFD simulations may result in strong numerical instabilities because of the combination of the stiffness of the elementary reactions with the typical large dimensions of a microkinetic model. In this context, the solution my group pursued is the application of the operator-splitting algorithm. When operator-splitting methods are employed, the governing equations are split into sub-equations. For the case of reacting flows in a catalytic reactor, the stiff and non-linear reaction operator is separated from the non-stiff and mildly non-linear transport term, thus making possible the solution of NavierStokes equations for complex and general geometries for reacting flows at surfaces, based on a detailed microkinetic description of the surface reactivity. 29 
Coupling kMC and macroscale.
Contrary to meanfield microkinetic modelling, the inclusion of kMC simulations in the framework of reactor modelling requires the solution of the master equation, and thus the coupling between different time scales of the macroscale and mesoscale has to be realized. Thus, the calculation of the reaction rate at each time step and in each part of the domain of the reactor needs the explicit run of several kMC simulations for the estimation of the local reaction rates. 33 This dramatically limits the time step of the macroscale, thus resulting in unbearable computational costs. Key in this respect is the development of methodologies to minimize the number of kMC simulations that must be run ''on the fly'' during the simulation of the macroscale. To address this issue, we employed an instantaneous steady-state approximation to generically present the steady-state reactivity data in the form of an interpolated data field for the boundary condition. 33, 34 This approximation exploits the typically different time scales of surface kinetics and macroscale transport phenomena. Upon a change of the local gas-phase conditions (temperature, pressure, concentrations), the surface relaxes to a new steady-state catalytic activity corresponding to these new conditions on time scales that are generally much shorter than those at which changes occur in the macroscopic fields. Hence, for any dynamical change of the flow field, the surface kinetics can thus be assumed to adapt instantaneously, and the reaction rates, at each time, are replaced by the steady-state reaction rates for the current gas-phase conditions. Under this approximation, it is sufficient to have a continuous representation of the steady-state reaction rates as a function of the gas-phase conditions. As such, the steady-state reaction rates can be precomputed via kMC simulations independent of the reactor simulation. The kMC information is then used to determine a numerically efficient continuous representation by using either tabulation techniques or suitable polynomial fits. Then, during the simulation, the species formation and consumption rates are evaluated by making use of the stored results, thus realizing a full decoupling among the interdependence of the characteristic times of meso-and macro-scale. 33, 34 Despite its attractive potential, its applicability, however, has been so far proven only for systems with a limited number of elementary events and species (such as the CO oxidation on metal or oxide surfaces). Overall, these methodologies allow connecting a variety of models from ab initio calculations at the atomistic level to finite volume simulations at the macroscale. This provides an effective bridge between the intrinsic catalytic properties of the catalyst material when interacting with molecules of the surrounding gas phase and the macroscopic transport phenomena under the actual operating conditions, which, in turn, determines the local gas-phase concentrations and temperature at the catalyst surface.
Escaping the trap of complexity
In the previous section, I have shown the main developments in dealing with the intrinsic complication of the solution of the multiscale problem in heterogeneous catalysis. However, the application of the ''first-principles'' multiscale methodology to the system of technological relevance is also strongly hampered by the intrinsic complexity of the problems, e.g., in terms of system dimension (i.e., number of elementary steps,. . .) or quantity of the information required for the application of the firstprinciples methods. 10, 35 This complexity is particularly relevant at the microscale. For instance, the microkinetic model of a simple system such as partial oxidation of CH 4 on Rh is based on 41 reversible elementary steps between 13 adsorbed species.
20,36,37
The DFT-based computation of such a number of steps at different coverage would be a very demanding task and beyond the current computational capacity. This system complexity results in an effective limit which cannot be overcome by first-principles calculations (dashed line in Fig. 4) . The hierarchical multiscale approach, pioneered by Vlachos and co-workers, 9,16 is a very effective and promising methodology to escape the ''complexity trap'' in the first-principles analysis of heterogeneous catalytic processes. The approach is based on the premise that only certain events at each scale are, in practice, crucial for the accurate prediction of the macroscopic properties of the system. For instance, the dominant reaction mechanism under given operating conditions is the result of the interplay among all the possible and competing elementary steps at the microscale, but only a few of them will be part of the resulting dominant reaction mechanism. Therefore, instead of attempting to simulate all the possible chemical events with the highest accuracy, the full problem is tackled with an increasing level of complexity and computational cost to identify the main important and governing parameters, which are then further scrutinized by first-principles methods. 36, 38 As such, first-principles methods are most effectively utilized, because there is detailed guidance as to what the most relevant issues are.
Foundation and description of the hierarchical approach
The main concept behind the hierarchical approach is to overcome the limit in the complexity accessible to first-principles methods by hierarchically applying methods of increasing accuracy and required computational time in a dual feed-back loop between theory and experiments. A general schematic of the hierarchical approach is summarized in Fig. 4 . The procedure consists of the following general steps: 9 (1) First the full problem is modelled by means of lower accuracy methods at affordable computational costs (point 1 in Fig. 4) .
The semi-empirical model is then used for the analysis of a given experimental condition, and model results are compared with the selected experimental information (point 2 in Fig. 4) .
(2) A detailed analysis of the inconsistencies between model results and experimental information is performed to relate them to specific parts of the model (shadowed circle, point 3 in Fig. 4 ). This is mostly done, for instance, by sensitivity analysis or mechanistic considerations, as shown later in Section 3.2.
(3) The so-identified sub-model (point 3) forms a metaproblem of reduced dimensions that can be refined with methods of higher accuracy, but computationally demanding (point 4 in Fig. 4) . As a result, the hierarchical approach allows isolating from the full problem -which cannot be modelled directly with first-principles methods -a meta-problem of reduced dimension which is within the limit of the accessible complexity of first-principles calculations. In doing so, firstprinciples studies are focused on narrowly defined aspects and specific steps of the full model. (4) The information obtained at the first-principles level is then back-input in the full problem (point 5 in Fig. 4) , and, thus, an increase of the accuracy of the model is realized (point 6 in Fig. 4) .
By sequentially analysing a comprehensive set of experimental conditions, the procedure permits the identification of different meta-problems. In doing so, the limit of the accessible complexity is overcome, and a hierarchical refinement of the full model is progressively realized.
In the specific context of unravelling the reaction mechanism of a catalytic process, the hierarchical approach encompasses the following steps. 19, 39 First, an estimation of the kinetic parameters of all the potential elementary reactions at the micro-scale is performed, using accurate but computationally non-demanding methodologies. These typically comprise semiempirical theories such as the modified UBI-QEP method presented in Section 2.1.1. Then, the semi-empirical microkinetic model is used in conjunction with surface and reactor modelling in order to simulate the kinetic experiment. This allows for the calculation of the coverage of the adsorbates at the surface under the given operating conditions and for the identification of the dominant reaction mechanism via reaction path analysis (RPA) based on species net consumption rate. 27, 37 The degree of rate control is then used to establish the rate determining step (RDS) of the catalytic cycle. 40 The comparison between model predictions and kinetic experimental information on the catalytic cycle (e.g., global reaction orders, RDS) is used for the identification of the key-features which need to be refined with first-principles methods. The parameters of the semi-empirical microkinetic model are adjusted on the basis of the insights derived from the first-principles calculations and the procedure is concluded when a full consistency between the predicted and experimental catalytic cycle is obtained for the specific set of experiments under examination. Next, I present a show-case of the application of the hierarchical multiscale methodology for the assessment of the catalytic mechanisms of WGS and r-WGS on Rh catalysts.
Show-case: unravelling the reaction mechanisms of WGS and r-WGS in Rh catalysts
Here, I review the application of the hierarchical multiscale approach for the unravelling of the catalytic mechanisms of WGS and r-WGS on Rh. 41, 42 using the UBI-QEP microkinetic model for the description of the microscale. 19 In each simulation, we considered the specific number of active sites as an independent input calculated from chemisorption experiments. 19 Fig . 5 shows the comparison between model prediction and experiments. The semi-empirical model underestimates the WGS and r-WGS at low temperature (o450 1C). Then, at 450 1C, a sharp increase in activity is predicted and the model suddenly reaches the equilibrium composition in contrast to what is experimentally observed. RPA is used to identify among the possible reaction steps the ones that are part of the dominant reaction mechanisms of WGS and r-WGS under the operating conditions of the experiments. The catalytic cycles derived via RPA are reported in Fig. 6 . RPA based on the semi-empirical microkinetic model predicts that, for the WGS system (Fig. 6, panel a) , first H 2 O adsorbs at the surface and dissociates to OH and H. Then, CO, upon adsorption, converts to CO 2 through direct oxidation by means of OH. According to the degree of rate control analysis, 40 
For temperatures higher than 450 1C, the surface turns out to be mostly free (free sites 470%) and the above expression (eqn (4)) has been approximated for y Rh = 1. This leads to a firstorder macroscopic reaction order with respect to water and a zero-order with respect to CO, in agreement with the experimental evidence reported in ref. 42 . For the r-WGS system (Fig. 6, panel b) , RPA indicates that the same elementary steps of the WGS (in the reverse way) are present in the catalytic cycle. CO 2 reacts with H to give CO and OH and the RDS is identified as the water formation reaction (OH + H -H 2 O). Thus, the resulting rate equation exhibits dependence on H 2 which is at variance with the experimental information of first order dependence with respect to CO 2 and zero-order with respect to H 2 for r-WGS. In order to investigate the reasons behind this disagreement, we refined the identified dominant pathways (Fig. 6, panels a and b) through explicit DFT-PBE calculations. The first-principles refinement revealed that the direct oxidation of CO by OH (CO + OH -CO 2 + Hstep s.2 in Scheme 1) is not an elementary step. Thus, it cannot be considered as an alternative route to the carboxyl mechanism (steps from s.3 to s.10 in Scheme 1). 36, 38 In fact, the identification of the minimum energy path (MEP) between reactants and products shows the pathway to proceed through the formation of different stable reaction intermediates. First, a cis-carboxyl (COOH) forms. Then, the cis-carboxyl isomerizes to trans-carboxyl, before decomposing to CO 2 and H. This peculiar insight is only achieved thanks to the first-principles analysis, as the semi-empirical UBI-QEP method cannot predict in any way the topology of the potential energy surface. Thus, it cannot differentiate whether a reaction step is elementary or not. Following the results from the first-principles analysis, Scheme 1 Possible elementary steps involved in the WGS and r-WGS reacting system and included in the semi-empirical microkinetic model. we removed this non-elementary step from the full microkinetic model and the parameters of the remaining reactions were fine-tuned in order to improve the quantitative prediction of the experiments (Fig. 5, panels c and d) . It is worth stressing that the refinement cannot be achieved by the direct incorporation of the DFT energetics in the whole model because it would lead to completely unreliable results. In fact, the parameters of the elementary steps of the microkinetic model are not optimized per se, but with respect to the complete set of elementary steps forming the microkinetic model. Therefore, the refinement consists of translating the insights from the first-principles analysis into an educated modification of the parameters of the semi-empirical method (e.g., nature of the transition state via the f parameter, value of the pre-exponential factor,. . .). In this way, a DFT-refined microkinetic model is obtained. Besides the improved quantitative agreement, we also perform RPA based on the DFT-refined model in order to check the consistency with respect to the global reaction orders. RPA revealed that WGS and r-WGS are now characterized by two different dominant reaction mechanisms under the investigated experimental conditions. Specifically (Fig. 6 , panels c and d), for WGS conditions, water activation is the RDS and CO converts to CO 2 through a carboxyl pathway. Since all the steps in Fig. 6 (panel c) except for the RDS turn out to be at partial equilibrium, still the observed reaction rate is given by eqn (4), in agreement with the experimentally observed reaction order. For r-WGS, instead (Fig. 6, panel d) , CO 2 converts to CO via decomposition to CO and O. In this situation, CO 2 decomposition turns out to be the RDS with all the other steps quasiequilibrated. Thus, the rate of r-WGS (approximated for y Rh = 1 as done for eqn (4) ) is now given by
Hence, the hierarchical refinement has led to first-order kinetic dependence on CO 2 for r-WGS, thus reconciling the model predictions with the experimental findings. It is important to note that the prediction of having two distinct catalytic cycles for WGS and r-WGS is not in contrast with the microscopic reversibility. In fact, the experimental data herein analysed are in kinetically relevant conditions and thus far from thermodynamic equilibrium. In particular, in Fig. 5 , temperature, but not surface and gas phase concentrations, is the same for forward (WGS) and reverse (r-WGS) reactions and indeed different concentrations of surface intermediates lead to different kinetic relevant steps in the two directions. By approaching equilibrium (e.g., 4650 1C), instead, microscopic reversibility applies, and both the WGS and r-WGS reach the same equilibrium surface composition and the same elementary steps are present in both the catalytic cycles. Besides WGS and r-WGS, the hierarchical multiscale approach has been successfully applied for the microkinetic analysis of several reacting systems such as CH 4 steam and dry reforming and catalytic partial oxidation on Rh based catalysts. 27, 37, 43, 44 These findings have been of direct use for the design and scale-up of short-contact-time reformers for small scale hydrogen production in the sustainable energy field. 45 
Conclusions and outlook
In this feature article, I have shown the main developments of my research program in the field of multiscale microkinetic modelling of catalytic processes. This is a very important task in the quest of achieving a functional based understanding of a catalytic material. Its application is strongly limited by the inherent ''complication'' and ''complexity'' of the problem. The hierarchical multiscale approach has demonstrated the potential of making it possible to escape these traps. The methodology is based on the use of methods of increasing accuracy (from semiempirical methods to first-principles calculations) in a dual feed-back loop between theory and experiments. On one side, semi-empirical methods can effectively be employed in conjunction with first-principles studies for the exploration of complex reaction networks. On the other side, the complementary information from both theory and experiments allows for filling the gap to complexity and practical performances and for correlating the macroscopic observations to mechanistic insights. A successful application on the analysis of the reaction mechanism of WGS and r-WGS has been presented. This analysis has substantially contributed to the comprehension of the molecular level mechanisms underlying the complex experimental evidence in terms of macroscopic observed phenomena. Next, I will discuss the extension of the methodology to the inclusion of the catalyst structure under reaction conditions as the main direction in the attempt of achieving an atomistic level description of the catalyst functionality.
Beyond the concept of ''static active site''
On the one hand, the hierarchical approach to multiscale modelling of catalytic processes has been shown to be very powerful in rationalizing the macroscopic kinetic features of the system. On the other hand, the rigorous understanding of the catalyst functionality at the atomistic level is still prevented by the strong approximations in the description of the active site. 2 In fact, even though the surface structure has been a key factor in catalysis science since the discovery of structure sensitive reactions in single crystal studies, 46 the effect of the structure of the catalyst on reactivity and selectivity is at present neglected in state-of-the-art microkinetic modelling. 19, [47] [48] [49] This is mainly due to the enormous complexity associated with the accounting for the nature and the structural dynamics of the active site under given local operating conditions in the reactor. As such, these models rely on an abstract and static concept of the ''catalyst material'', which is often modelled as a generic free site ''*'' at the catalyst surface, without accounting for the effect of the actual orientation and positioning of the atoms at the surface. Thus, this oversimplified model of the catalyst material creates a ''material gap'' in microkinetic modelling, which is also strongly impeding the quantitative implementation of atomistic firstprinciples kinetic analysis in the context of heterogeneous catalytic reaction modelling. 21 This was quite apparent in the show-case given in Section 3, where the information from the first-principles refinement was not used directly in the model, but was input via an educated modification of the parameters of the underlying UBI-QEP model. At present, this situation impedes the rational and detailed interpretation of the structure-activity relation driven by fundamentals, which represents without doubts a crucial step toward the functional based understanding and design of a catalytic process. The need of accounting for the explicit effect of the active site in multiscale simulations of catalytic processes has a strong impact on both the inherent complication and complexity of the problem. As an example, in the case of metal supported nanoparticles, methods for the prediction of size and shape of the nanoparticle as a function of the chemical potential in the reactor are required. 9, 10 Moreover, the necessity of building firstprinciples kinetic models not only for one facet, but for several ones, potentially including corners, edges, and defects, results in an explosion of complexity well beyond the limit of accessibility of present-day computational power even for the most efficient implementation of atomistic first-principles simulations. To this aim, the hierarchical multiscale approach represents an effective, but elegant manner to tackle this problem. Although its formulation remains fully equivalent in its essence to the description given in Section 3, novel methodologies and experimental techniques are needed. For instance, the prediction of the shape and size of the nanoparticle in reacting conditions calls for the validation of modified Wulff construction methods and kinetic growth models of the nanoparticle in multiscale simulations. 50 Moreover, the assessment and the validation of semi-empirical methods are needed to provide a proper parametrization of the kinetics on the different facets of the nanoparticle to enable the hierarchical approach for structure-dependent microkinetic modelling. 51, 52 As an example, preliminary results from my group show that the nature of the TS is crucial in the application of UBI-QEP and BEP relations on different surfaces. 53 Moreover, experimental information is a key aspect of the implementation of the hierarchical approach because it allows for filling the gap to complexity and practical performances by the identification of a meta-problem. Aiming at describing structural effects, it will be important to provide accurate and relevant spectroscopic and kinetic information under conditions of temperature, pressure and composition significant to catalysis. This calls for the design and development of novel tools of investigation that permit a concomitant and relevant collection of spectroscopic and kinetically relevant data. In this respect, my group recently presented a novel experimental tool that integrates in situ Raman spectroscopy and annular reactor for the operando-Raman kinetic analysis of heterogeneous catalytic reactions. 54 This reactor allows for detailed structural characterization of a catalyst material during the reaction and under conditions of temperature, pressure and composition relevant to catalysis. Therefore, it is an important breakthrough for the simultaneous collection of spectroscopic and kinetically relevant data for the investigation of the structure-activity relationship in heterogeneous catalysis. The design and development of this innovative experimental tool has been performed by minimizing the mutual invasiveness of the Raman spectroscopy and of the annular reactor configurations. We demonstrate that the final configuration can monitor by Raman spectroscopy the catalytic surface under kinetically limited reaction conditions, with reliable product analysis, thus retaining the major features of both Raman spectroscopy and kinetic investigation in the annular reactor. These methodologies need to be coupled to microscopy information, in order to allow elucidation of working structures of catalysts, thus ultimately facilitating the development of models that capture active site characteristics.
55-57
On a more general basis, structure dependent microkinetic modelling will enable the development of multi-site microkinetic models, which also include the effect of the support or defect sites, dynamics of catalyst nanoparticles with the changing reaction environment and size effects. Multiscale analysis of kinetic experiments by means of such envisioned microkinetic models will allow for the identification of catalyst descriptors based on a rigorous representation both of the catalyst functionality and of the catalytic cycle, and will be of direct use for the computational screening of different catalyst materials, thus providing guidelines for the design of new materials. As such, the envisioned extension of the hierarchical multiscale approach to the description of the active site will constitute a relevant change of paradigm in the analysis and design of complex catalytic processes, by paving the way towards a rational development based on functional understanding rather than empirical testing.
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